In this paper we investigate the large-time asymptotic of linearized very fast diffusion equations with and without potential confinements. These equations do not satisfy, in general, logarithmic Sobolev inequalities, but, as we show by using the 'Bakry-Emery reverse approach', in the confined case they have a positive spectral gap at the eigenvalue zero. We present estimates for this spectral gap and draw conclusions on the time decay of the solution, which we show to be exponential for the problem with confinement and algebraic for the pure diffusive case. These results hold for arbitrary algebraically large diffusion speeds, if the solutions have the mass-conservation property.
Introduction
In the last few years, the analytical theory for nonlinear convection-diffusion equations of the form ∂u ∂t = div(u∇V (x) + ∇f (u)) (x ∈ R d , t > 0), (1.1)
has developed rapidly. In particular, the asymptotics of solutions u = u(x, t) 0 as t → ∞ have been studied by many authors ( [AMTU, CT2, CJMTU, DP, LM, MV, Ot] and others), using the entropy technique as the main tool. The breakthrough came from the Bakry-Emery discovery [BE] of the interplay between linear diffusion equations and some functional inequalities (so-called logarithmic Sobolev inequality) which had become famous over the last few decades because they appeared in various branches of mathematics [Gr, St] . The recent papers [To, CT1, AMTU, MV, TV] Fokker-Planck-type equations. A few years ago, the basic ideas of the linear theory were carried over to nonlinear problems of type (1.1), starting with porous-medium and fast-diffusion equations with algebraic nonlinearities and quadratic confinement potential [CT2, DP, Ot] . More general nonlinear pressure functions and confinement potentials were subsequently considered in [CJMTU] . Here, under the basic assumption of a uniformly convex confining potential V = V (x) and a strictly increasing (nonlinear) pressure function f (f (σ ) > 0 for σ > 0), it has been shown that nonnegative mass-conserving solutions of (1.1) decay exponentially towards the unique equilibrium solution u ∞ with the same mass (note that the divergence form of (1.1) implies, at least formally, that the total mass is conserved at subsequent times, i.e. holds (also some other technical assumptions have to be satisfied, e.g. bounded initial relative entropy [CJMTU, LM] ). We remark that the structure condition (1.
3) also appears in the analysis of the displacement convexity of the functional (1.6); cf [McCa] . Condition (1.3) implies an upper bound to the speed of diffusion. In particular, for the algebraic law (V (x)u(x, t) + (u(x, t) )) dx, (1.6) where is the strictly convex function defined by
Note that equation (1.1) is-for smooth solutions-equivalent to
Simple formal computations show that E(u(t)) is nonincreasing in time along solutions to (1.1). The analysis of [CJMTU] was limited to nonlinearities and confining potentials such that V u 0 and both E(u(t) ) and E(u ∞ ) are finite. Thus, the relative entropy (which is the difference of the entropy of the solution u(t) and the entropy of the equilibrium solution u ∞ ) is always bounded as the difference of two bounded quantities. This analysis has been generalized in [LM] to cover the case where the entropy of the equilibrium solution u ∞ gives an infinite or undefined value. By formally subtracting the value of the entropy of u ∞ from the entropy of the state u(t), and by collecting the terms under a single integral, a new relative entropy was introduced which is always well defined and is finite for functions which have the same tails at infinity as u ∞ . By this technique, they succeeded in reckoning precise rates of convergence to equilibrium in relative entropy for the convection-diffusion equation with logarithmic nonlinearity and quadratic confinement potential in one space dimension, and for f (σ ) = 2 √ σ and quadratic confinement potential in two space dimensions. The aforementioned results essentially gave answers to the asymptotic behaviour of convection-diffusion equations satisfying the structure condition (1.3), with or without finite entropy of the equilibrium solution u ∞ .
Nevertheless, a significative range of nonlinearities was not included in the analysis of [CJMTU, LM] . Recall that, at least for the harmonic confinement potential V (x) = λ|x| 2 /2, λ > 0, mass-conserving solutions to (1.1) with pressure function (1.4) are known to exist for m > (d − 2)/d (they do not exist for m (d − 2)/d). Furthermore, these massconserving solutions are known to converge to their equilibrium solution as t → ∞, but the rate of convergence is unknown so far [Va2, FK] .
In this paper, we perform a first step for understanding the large-time asymptotics of convection-diffusion equations with algebraic nonlinearities of exponents
which do not satisfy the structure condition (1.3). To this extent, we analyse the linearization of (1.1) at the equilibrium solution, and prove that this linearization has exponentially decaying solutions as t → ∞. Clearly, this is equivalent to the fact that the linearized diffusion equation has a positive spectral gap on the eigenvalue zero (after appropriate symmetrization). Via spatial temporal rescaling, we draw conclusions on the linearization of the purely diffusive problems (with V ≡ 0). For the sake of clarity and transparency of the presentation, in this paper we shall restrict ourselves to the case
The results in this work are also valid for d = 1, 0 < m < 1. The nonlinear global asymptotic stability in the class of nonnegative u 0 ∈ L 1 (R d ) with bounded initial entropy, as already known in the range m (d − 1)/d, should imply linear asymptotic stability with at least the same decay as in the nonlinear case. Then, the linearized analysis seems a necessary test for the nonlinear one, although neither 'nonlinear stability implies linear stability' nor the other way around are rigorously proved in this paper. However, we conjecture exponential time-decay for the nonlinear problem (1.1) at least close to equilibrium under assumption (1.7) based on the fact that the linearized equation has a spectral gap.
Also, we remark that in [TV] linear Fokker-Planck equations with weak algebraic confinement were analysed by combining Sobolev inequalities with moment-growth estimates. We do not think that that approach can be applied to the present situation, mainly since the stationary states of this paper are only decaying algebraically at |x| = ∞, which is decisively different from the cases dealt with in [TV] . This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we deal with the linearization of problem (1.1) and with an overview of the entropy methods. In section 3 we prove a decay estimate for the linearized problem with general initial data. This decay follows from a detailed computation of the entropy production time evolution, and degenerates to zero as the exponent of the nonlinearity tends to the critical case m = (d − 2)/d. Section 4 deals with an improvement of the result in the case of radially symmetric initial data. In this case, the decay rate remains bounded away from zero as the nonlinearity approaches m = (d − 2)/d. Section 5 contains decay estimates for the purely diffusive problems.
Linearization
Let m < 1 and λ > 0 and consider the fast-diffusion equation with harmonic convection ∂u ∂t
The unique equilibrium solution state u ∞ satisfying the mass normalization
is given by (cf [CJMTU, DP, Ot] )
(which we shall assume henceforth), then the constant D M > 0 is determined by imposing that (2.3) holds. It is well known that a mass-preserving solution of (2.1) exists if and only if (2.5) is satisfied.
As usual, we define the relative entropy, as mentioned in the introduction, of state u 0 with respect to the steady state u ∞ (with the same mass) as
(see [CT2, CJMTU, DP, LM, Ot] ). For the cases
together with the assumption of bounded initial relative entropy
it has been proven, as mentioned in the introduction, that mass-preserving solutions u(t) of (2.1) decay exponentially fast with rate 2λ to u ∞ in relative entropy, i.e. the estimate
holds (cf [LM] for the most complete result and for L 1 -convergence estimates). In the case d = 1, −1 < m < 0, we need to include the factor 1/m in equation (2.1) and in the case m = 0 the nonlinearity is given by log(u) instead of u m ; changes have been made accordingly in (2.4) and the definition of the relative entropy. Consequently, the results existing so far leave a gap, i.e. they do not cover the range of exponents
for which mass conservation holds.
Closely associated to the decay towards equilibrium is a generalized log-Sobolev inequality [AMTU, CJMTU, LM] : 10) where I (u|u ∞ ) is the entropy dissipation:
Here (2.6)-(2.8) are assumed to hold and u is nonnegative data satisfying the normalization (2.3). Also, we remark that the entropy equation
holds for mass-preserving smooth solutions of (2.1), i.e. if m > m c (d). Actually, (2.12) is the starting point for proving (2.9) and (2.10) (cf [MV] for an overview on the entropy method). Consider now a state u(t) 0 close to u ∞ , i.e. u − u ∞ = O( ) in an appropriate topology such that
for > 0 small and 'v = O(1)'. Assuming mass conservation
we have
Inserting (2.13) into (2.1), computing the derivative with respect to the parameter and setting = 0 gives the formal linearization:
By (formal) mass conservation, we have
Note that, by abuse of notation, we denote the solution of the IVP (2.15)-(2.17) and the perturbation (2.13)-(2.14) by the same symbol v. Formally, the solution of (2.15)-(2.17) is such that
For general L 1 -initial data v 0 not necessarily satisfying the zero-mean condition (2.17), the condition
implies that the equilibrium state of (2.15) is given by
It is classical that linearizations of Sobolev inequalities give Poincaré inequalities.
into the generalized Sobolev inequality (2.10), dividing by 2 and taking the limit → 0 gives
(see [MV] for a discussion of the case m = 1, i.e. the standard logarithmic Sobolev inequality). The Poincaré-type inequality (2.20) was proven under conditions (2.6)-(2.8). Note that inequality (2.20) is equivalent to the fact that the self-adjoint operator
with f = mu m−2 ∞ v, obtained by symmetrizing the right-hand side of (2.15), has a spectral gap λ g λ at the eigenvalue 0 in the space [MV] . The left-hand side of (2.20) is the quadratic relative entropy of (2.15) while the right-hand side is its entropy dissipation. Thus, if conditions (2.6)-(2.8) hold, from the entropy equation 
for the solution of (2.15). At least formally, (2.23) can be obtained by inserting (2.13)-(2.14) into the decay estimate (2.9) for the nonlinear problem, neglecting O( 3 ) terms and dividing by 2 .
In the next section, we shall prove that the self-adjoint operator (2.21) has a positive spectral gap if and only if (2.5) holds, i.e. if (2.1) has a mass-preserving solution.
Decay estimates and Poincaré inequalities
Linear Fokker-Planck equations of the form ∂v ∂t
where P is a pointwise positive definite symmetric diffusion tensor and A is a confining potential with e −A ∈ L 1 (R d ), were studied in [AMTU] . In particular, a sufficient condition was given under which (3.1) gives rise to the so-called convex Sobolev inequalities, of which the logarithmic Sobolev inequality is the strongest one and the 'quadratic' case is the weakest. Taking 
where v ∞ is given by (2.19) with α ∈ R. Inequality (2.20) then follows by choosing α = 0.
A tedious but elementary computation shows that condition (A1) of lemma 2.13 in [AMTU] is not verified, so that the Poincaré inequality (2.20) cannot be concluded directly from that reference. 
we easily compute the equation satisfied byṽ,
where the new potential is
Another simple computation gives the Hamiltonian form of the equation Reconsidering (3.4), note thatÃ(y) grows linearly for |y| → ±∞. It is known by arguments due to Herbst [Le] that at least a quadratic growth at ±∞ is necessary for onedimensional potentialsÃ(y) in order that the measure exp(−Ã(y)) satisfies a logarithmic Sobolev inequality (LSI), or, in other words, that an LSI implies sub-Gaussian tails for exp(−Ã(y)). Hence, even in the one-dimensional case, the Poincaré inequality (2.20) cannot be concluded directly from LSI due to the linear growth ofÃ(y). Nevertheless, Poincaré inequalities of the type (2.20) are decisively weaker than log-Sobolev inequalities as pointed out to us by one of the referees. In a recent paper, Bobkov and Götze [BG] discussed this issue based on the Muckenhaupt criterion [Mu] . This criterion can be used directly in our setting to prove that the Poincaré inequality (2.20) in one dimension is valid; more precise conditions can be found in [BG, section 5] .
More sophisticated techniques have to be used to prove the spectral gap Poincaré inequality (2.20) for d > 1. To achieve this goal, we shall first prove exponential decay (to zero) of the solutions of the linear IVP (2.15)-(2.17) by investigating the entropy dissipation evolution (i.e. the time derivative of the negative right-hand side of (2.22)), and from this we shall conclude the Poincaré inequality (2.20). For an introduction to this approach and the related Bakry-Emery technique for the Fokker-Planck equation, we refer to [MV] .
To facilitate the computation leading to the entropy equation (2.22) and for future reference, we rewrite (2.15) as ∂v ∂t
Now denote the entropy
and its dissipation
In what follows, we shall carry over integration by parts formally. Their justification is straightforward using the density-type argument of [AMTU] . Equation (2.22) can be restated as
The next step is to define the entropy dissipation rate R(v(t)) along the solution of (2.15) as
which we compute, using equation (3.8):
Now, denote the vector field
such that the entropy dissipation and its rate can be rewritten as
Differentiating div(u ∞ F ) = ∇u ∞ · F + u ∞ div F and squaring gives
We integrate by parts in the middle term
where D 2 f (x) stands for the Hessian matrix of the scalar function f = f (x) and ∂G/∂x for the Jacobian of the vector field
Since F is a gradient (implying that its Jacobian is symmetric), we have
Summarizing what we have obtained so far,
where Q is the matrix
Note that, for u > 0 and smooth, equation (2.1) can be rewritten as (3.15) and that the equilibrium state u ∞ annihilates the flux density
Thus, by differentiation we obtain
Now, we can rewrite the matrix Q as (3.19) This shows that R(v) is given by
Integration by parts gives
where we have used again that the Jacobian of F is symmetric since F is a gradient. Consequently,
( 3.21) We now use the formula
After one more integration by parts, we obtain
Since the Jacobian matrix of F is symmetric, we have (3.24) and thus, for every δ > 0, we recover the inequality
Let us denote the quantity in parentheses under the integral by = (x). Then, from (3.17) we easily compute
and from (3.12)
We can now state the main result of this section.
.15)-(2.17) converges to zero exponentially fast (in relative entropy) as t → ∞ and
for all t 0. If in addition E(v 0 ) < +∞, the entropy dissipation converges exponentially to zero as t → ∞ and
for all t 0.
Proof. At first we note that the integrations by parts leading to (3.26) can be easily justified if E(v(t) ) → 0 as t → ∞ follows from spectral theory (cf [AMTU, lemma 2.11] ). Then, we can integrate (3.28) and use (3.11) to obtain
Substituting back into (2.22), we find the differential inequality
which implies (3.27). The condition D(v 0 ) < ∞ can be replaced by E(v 0 ) < ∞ using a density argument just as in [AMTU, theorem 2.16 ].
Corollary 3.2. The spectral gap Poincaré-type inequality
Proof. Set t = 0 in (3.29).
We believe that the constant on the right-hand side of (3.30) is not optimal. This is supported by the next section and by the fact that the estimates used to obtain (3.25) from (3.23) are generally not sharp. A detailed analysis of the eigenvalue problem for the operator (2.21) will eventually give the best constant in (3.30). Similar studies were done in the one-dimensional case in [WB] based on preliminary steps made in [ZB] .
We have proven that the linearization for the fast-diffusion equation with harmonic convection (2. Also, we remark that, by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, (3.27) implies the following L 1 -estimate for the solution of (2.15):
In the subsequent section we shall show that a sharper rate holds for the case of radially symmetric initial data. ∞ in (3.30). Then, for a suitable constant C, we can rewrite the aforementioned inequality as 34) we proved for µ the weighted Poincaré inequality
We conjecture that inequalities of the type (3.35) hold in a more general context. For instance, computing the linearization of general convection-diffusion equations of the form (1.1) in the fast-diffusion case (see [CJMTU, LM] ), we obtain ∂v ∂t
If the analysis of the previous sections could be extended to a certain class of convex functions , with (r) different from r m , one could conclude the Poincaré inequality
.
These issues are presently under consideration.
Radially symmetric initial data
In what follows, we denote the spherical coordinates in
and assume spherically symmetric initial data
Clearly, the solution v of (2.15) is also spherically symmetric, and we write (abusing the notation)
2)
The analysis that follows is based on a calculation involving the entropy dissipation rate R, which has been developed in the last section. The spherical symmetry of the solution allows one to obtain a substantial refinement. We focus on formula (3.21), and we replace the term div(F div(F )) by using (3.22). We obtain
Replacing the previous expressions into (4.3), we obtain
and
We integrate by parts the last integral, using w r (r = 0, t) = w r (r = ∞, t) = 0. Collecting terms, we obtain
Therefore,
Proceeding as in section 3, we finally obtain the following:
Theorem 4.1. Let the initial datum satisfy (4.1) and let
15)-(2.17) satisfies the decay estimates
for all t 0. 
We remark that for m → 1 − both Poincaré inequalities (corollaries 3.2 and 4.2) become the standard Poincaré inequality for the Gaussian measure.
Note that the decay rate in (4.8)-(4.9) does not deteriorate to zero as m approaches the critical exponent
+ . Thus, the rate obtained in theorem 4.1 for radial data is sharper than the rate obtained in theorem 3.1 for general initial data.
Also, for radially symmetric solutions of (2.15) the L 1 -decay estimate becomes
(4.10)
Pure diffusion equations
Consider now the diffusion equation without convection (
It is well known that (5.1)-(5.2) can be transformed into the IVP (2.1)-(2.2) with λ = 1 by the spatial-temporal rescaling: 
